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Justin D

on
04/21/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










One of my favorite revolvers I own. Heavy duty, perfect for shooting max loads out of. Great price for a super fun, nice 44mag. I put hogue rubber grips on it just to make it a little easier to hang on to. 











Erik C

on
04/01/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I had the exact same gun ( in blue) bought it used for pocket change 17 years ago , to me this was iconic ! Fun to shoot and a true classic ! Somehow this guy convinced me to sell to him , I didn't even need the money , I just did it as an act of friendship , it didn't take long for me to realize my mistake, years passed by and finally the chance came again ! I finally got a hold of this beauty , old fashioned American icon ! As a piece of my small collection : I got guns way more expensive than this one but there's something about this gun , I just rather get rid of any other gun before I commit the same mistake all over again , as a home defense gun : I love it ! its a hand cannon ! Wish my state had open carry so I can take this bad boy for a walk everyday ! Meanwhile , i see lots of people complaining about the trigger guard , well , I could be 1 in a million , but I never had an issue with it , I got large skinny hands and believe it or not , mostly every shooter eventually developes at least 1 bad habit , well my bad habit its that I shoot 1 handed and I never had a problem with this bad boy ! Its not a weapon to conceal carry , all the opposite : its a weapon to let it shine under the sun like a dipped in chrome harley davidson , I have 2 other 44 magnums ( Raging Bull - Taurus and a S&W model 927 -4" ) and with all my respect : my RUGER SUPER BLACKHAWK 7.5" Its my pride & joy ! THANKS TO BUDSGUNSHOP !!!!!!!! 











Bryan H

on
03/29/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Waited for these to come back in stock for quite a while but it was worth it. Fit and finish on my example was excellent. Very nice trigger out of the box and has only gotten better with use. Sights were dead on at 25 yards from the factory. My only complaint is that the grips fitment to the grip frame were a little too small leaving the grip frame proud of the grips I'm a couple of spots. Purely cosmetic and does not affect function of the revolver at all. This is relatively common with Ruger revolvers in my experience. Overall my example from Ruger is A+ 











John M

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










It's a Ruger revolver, what's not to like!? Bud's Gun Shop was smooth and seamless to deal with. They are gun people and will go out of their way when dealing with other gun people. The entire process, from ordering, to paying to shipping to Pennsylvania was, as I stated, smooth and seamless. My FFL on this end, Brouge Sporting Goods, is well aware of Bud's and is always pleased to deal with them. Ruger, Bud's Gun Shop and Brouge Sporting Goods...It's a beautiful thing! 











Timothy C

on
06/04/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Flawless. It's a Super Blackhawk, what more can I say? Thanks Bud's. 











Gerald G

on
10/11/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Well made single action. I can't wait to hunting season to try it out on deer. Buds as usual was awesome. 











Roy O

on
03/05/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I’ve fired only about 30 rounds through this gun but it’s an awesome gun. High quality and shoots straight. As you’d expect it has a kick like a mule so firing it and hitting what you want takes some practice. Another great transaction from Buds. 











John W

on
02/12/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Ruger builds nice, strong, quality revolvers. I bought this one to shoot hot magnum rounds. Before shooting, I replaced the beautiful rosewood grips with Hogue Monogrips. This revolver shoots great and handles the recoil well. 











Roy C

on
10/15/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The Ruger 0804 is absolutely my favorite gun. I first fired one back in 1967 and it was love at first shot. The 44 Mag will do the job on any wildlife, if you are threated , plus you can fire 44 special in lieu of the heavier loads. 











Curt J

on
05/09/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I forgot to review the Ruger Super Blackhawk that I ordered 2 years ago. I have had the chance to shoot it now on several occasions. Very solid in build and shoots great! Saved $300.00 buying it from Buds vs buying it locally. Once again, a painless transaction from Buds!!!! Thank you! Just ordered a Kimber Ultra Carry II today from buds also.... Cant Wait! 











David L

on
06/16/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very happy. this gun is a rock. Well made, comfortable, and looks good. Can't ask for much more. 











David M

on
05/03/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Transaction was smooth and shipping was fast. Gun was in pristine condition when it arrived and didn't have a scratch on it. I have fired it 150 - 200 times and mechanically it has been flawless. It is also one of the most accurate pistols I have ever owned. Finish is excellent and grips are beautiful. There's really nothing not to like about this gun. 











Don F

on
02/06/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Beautiful Gun. Excellent Quality. Love the matte stainless finish. Built like a tank. 











Jon H

on
02/06/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Thanks Bud's everything went well super quick shipping gun looks great 











Michael B

on
10/01/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just as I expected for a ruger excellent craftsmanship and quality and for buds guns very easy to deal with and very fast shipping A+ (will deal with them again) 











Brad V

on
05/16/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










This gun is absolutely gorgeous! The finish is excellent and the wait of the gun in your hands feels wonderful. I think it is a great price and Buds as always has good service. I have put about 100 rounds through this gun with no problems at all. The gun is very accurate and my only complaint is that the front sight is so damn tall and bulky. I find myself having trouble getting on top of it and lining it up with the rear sight because none of my other guns have a front sight this tall and it is just uncomfortable for me. The cylinder is nice and tight and I feel like dirty Harry every time I shoot it. I am the envy of all my friends at the pistol range. 











Herbert P

on
03/08/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Absolute awesome Fast shipping from buds. 











David A

on
07/20/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent service, as usual. I ordered this revolver from a Bud's competitor in GA, and even though they said "in stock" on their site, they admitted 2 1/2 weeks later that it hadn't been mailed yet because they hadn't received it yet! I cancelled the order (they still charged my credit card, which I am disputing) and I ordered from Bud's since Bud's at that time suddenly did have this in stock. Bud's shipped within a couple days, and as expected, the quality, fit and finish of this item is superb. I love Ruger revolvers, and this is a beautiful gun. I got the 7 1/2" barrel, and this gun is SOLID. I can't wait to shoot it (hopefully today!). 











Kenneth K

on
07/13/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Nice gun and very pleased. Ruger has good quality control and it shows with the gun I received. Not used to the transfer bar safety feature on these new blackhawks as my others are all old unconverted three screws, but I guess I'll get used to it, its just a little different (hammer is missing a middle click). But then again it does make it safer. Nice and heavy which helps with the recoil, but better wear your ear plugs and it packs a punch. And of course, best price and service came from Bud's. 











Ricky M

on
01/03/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The expierence of buying a gun online was quite good. It was my first time. Had to wait a little longer for the order to be processed but that what happens when you order so close to Christmas. The gun was perfect have been unable to shoot it yet because of Weather.would recommend buying online to everyone 











Grant K

on
12/07/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun! Just what I was looking for! 











Ashton H

on
11/28/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Its been about 9 months to a year since I bought this 44mag and its great. Buds had it to me within 2 days!!!! I live in NC and they usually ship from KY so that may not seem like a big deal to some of you but in my book that's grade A service. Im not sure how this company is run but I find the negative adds people post hard to believe but anyway..... This thing is a beast. I do handmade re-loads which makes it much cheaper to shoot and its the best way to get quality assurance. On to the gun its self 1) Its beautiful and everyone knows it. 2) Sleeping with this near you makes all fears of home invasion go away. 3) This gun is accurate,very accurate. I usually pull too soon on the trigger with large calibers because I anticipate the recoil, but this guns weight takes most of this away and I can take a shot with confidence. Its a TRUE HAND CANNON and I would recommend it to anyone. To the people worried about the review about rust and pitting perhaps that customer should not have left his in the ocean before shooting it. Buds is the best period. Look at their wording of the guns and you can tell which ones buds really loves and the ones that they are just "okay" with. In this case its a great gun and the picture doesn't do the gun justice. Take my advice... Buy from the best and you will get the best. Thanks guys! 











Jason C

on
11/05/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Absolute awesome hand cannon. Fast shipping from buds. This is my 12 th purchase from buds and wont be my last. 











Edward T

on
10/19/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I placed my Ruger 44 cal Super Black Hawk on Buds layaway plan. After making my final payment Buds shipped the revolver in 2 days. My FFL dealer had my gun ready for me the following day. The revolver is very nice, I can't wait to shoot it this weekend. The revolver came with a Ruger hard case and Ruger pad lock. This is a very handsome looking pistol and the Rosewood Grips look great. 











Brian H

on
04/21/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my first transaction from Bud's or any online gun retailer for that matter. It couldn't have been any easier. Great price compared to my local FFL's. Gun delivered to my FFL in the promised time frame. It was in excellent condition. Great gun. Lots of power. Built like a tank. Very happy with the purchase and I would buy again from Bud's without hesitation. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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